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 The system built is to discuss the marketing and sales information system of 
PT. Pingko-Pingko housing, where the sale or marketing of housing sales is 
still manual. Marketing is carried out by distributing brochures in urban and 
rural areas to find out information about housing. The system to be built can 
make it easier for housing parties to market houses, facilities, locations and 
types of houses more quickly, effectively and efficiently. This author will build 
a Web-based housing sales and marketing information system at PT.Pingko-
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1. INTRODUCTION  
Housing is a primary need, apart from food and clothing needs, so that everyone relates to 
this real estate. What is the current economic condition, everyone must have a place to live to meet 
one of their main needs and as a place to shelter from the hot sun and rain. 
In determining the choice of a house, consumers do not only look at the price factor, but also 
see the location, building and environmental factors. The reason consumers consider the price factor 
is because it is related to their income, for consumers who have a large income, maybe the price will 
not be a problem, the community considers the location and quality of the building more. For 
environmental factors, it is an additional factor that cannot be ignored because this factor is one of 
the factors that determine the housing that is suitable for habitation, such as its safety, cleanliness, 
and so on. 
These advances have made information technology an indispensable need. In the business 
world, the role of technology is very important and it can be said that it has become a primary need 
for entrepreneurs at this time. By building a marketing information system for PT.pingki-pingko, it 
is hoped that it can help and make it easier for people to buy housing. 
PT.Pingko-Pingkoangun Propertindo is a company engaged in the property sector that 
always tries to provide the best satisfaction to its customers, who are currently promoting products, 
ordering and processing home marketing data, there are still a lot of things that need to be addressed. 
the background. 
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At this time PT. Pingko-Pingko the ordering process is done manually so that consumers 
who are interested in making housing purchases at PT. Pingko-Pingko have to come to the marketing 
office, this of course takes a lot of time so that consumers who have other things rarely can once take 
the time to do this process. 
PT. Pingko-Pingko Bangun Propertindo needs to take advantage of its needs in the form of 
software facilities which will later provide a solution in helping customers find product information 
and how to get it. 
 
2. RESEARCH METHOD  
Research methods in obtaining the required data at PT. Pingko-pingko so that the preparation 
of this research can be completed later. The research methods carried out are as follows: 
A. Observation 
The technique of collecting data through observations is made on the object to be studied by 
using a systematic recording of the symptoms associated with the problem to be studied. The 
records obtained from this observation are in the form, house price, house size, and the remaining 
house stock. 
B. Interview / interview 
Namely, the method of data collection is done by direct questioning to the Manager of PT 
Pingko-Pingko about data related to the marketing and sales of the housing. 
C. Literature study 
Literature study is research conducted by reading and studying books related to the problem to 
be studied as a literature review. In this research, the references used are in the form of books, 
journals and searches via the internet.  
 
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  
The main page is the starting page in this system. This main page can be accessed by all 
users, namely: Login, Registration, products on this page there are several menus, namely: the home 
menu which contains the main page. Then there are categories in which there are housing products. 
Login menu where the menu is used to enter the system. Here is a screenshot of the main page shown 
in the image below: 
 
Figure 1. Home page 
 
On the Add Product page, there is a product description where the admin will add the product 
that will be uploaded to the Add Product Admin. The screenshot display on the Add Product Admin 
menu can be seen in the image below:  
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Figure 2.  Admin Add Product 
On the Buyer Order menu where the buyer will be made to the order stage for the residential 
product to be purchased The screenshot menu on the Buyer Order menu can be seen in the image 
below: 
 
Figure 3. Example of double layer model fit at EGSI stations 
 
4. CONCLUSION  
Some conclusions that can be drawn from the Marketing and Sales Information System at 
PT.Pingko-Pingko are as follows This information system is able to manage orders at PT.Pingko-
Pingko quickly and accurately, This designed information system can help people later use ordering 
via the Web, This system is designed to provide important information when housing prices are going 
to increase or even discount. 
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